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the disappearance of a beautiful and wealthy young woman is causing concern to the aristocratic gentlemen
of london. the butler suspects his own daughter, lady georgiana, of the crime, and investigates in secret. as

part of his investigation, he asks his trusted assistant, dr. watson, to accompany him. watson soon finds
himself faced with a bewildering series of situations, as mysteries which seem to have no rational

explanation are uncovered through his patient reasoning and watson can assume the role of detective. the
romance and mystery surrounding the case will make this collection the hit of the season and continue to

fascinate many years after publication. recommended for readers interested in both mystery and romance,
this beautifully crafted edition will entertain for a long time. the stories in the adventures of sherlock holmes
are a fantastic way to deepen your understanding of sherlocks fascinating personality. the first story in this
collection, a scandal in bohemia, featuring a certain someone called irene adler. it was also the story that
began the sherlock fandom, despite not being the first published tale about the detective. for that reason,
we think its important to deviate slightly from the chronology of publication, in order to get a strong sense
of the detectives intriguing methodologies and attitude. with stories averaging around twenty pages, this is

a volume you can dip in and out of whenever you need that satisfying spark of intelligence that sherlock
holmes never fails to deliver. our digital magazinecollection available in the libby app containsthousandsof
current and back issues of your favorite magazines likecar and driver, cosmopolitan, the economist, food
network magazine, kiplinger's, national geographic, newsweek, rolling stone, vanity fair, us weekly, wired
and much more. issues are always available to check out and do not count against ebook and audiobook

checkout limits in libby. new to using libby learn more and download the app here.
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sherlock holmes, the worlds foremost consulting detective, has returned for his final cases. introduced as
the eponymous hero in a study in scarlet, and subsequently immortalized by author arthur conan doyles

celebrated stories, the incorruptible sleuth was one of literature greatest characters. this volume features
the complete text of all of the sherlock holmes stories, as well as a biography of dr. watson, the sleuths
companion. at the time of his nineteenth birthday, john watson is a doctor and was five years with the
famous detective, dr. watson, holmes. however, the relationship is strained in the wake of a difficult

friendship between watson and his aristocratic brother. when he finds himself in need of money, watson
reluctantly leaves london and settles in southsea to practice medicine. however, it is in the sea resort that

he meets a mysterious ship captain, who asks his assistance in solving a crime. watson is drawn into a
series of adventures involving a sinister plot, stolen art treasures, and a renegade inventor called moriarty.

the series of events culminates in the capture of moriaritys disciple, the dastardly irene adler, and her
vindication at the hands of the inimitable sleuth. this version of the classic sherlock holmes stories has been
transformed into a five-act play, with notes and an introduction by acclaimed stage director and producer,

christopher spencer. holmes may be three-quarters recovered, and may appear to have signed a non-
aggression pact with the nazi regime. his non-interventionism in the affairs of england and europe during

the years of nazi rule has earned him a popular reputation, holmes has begun to hold a weekly reception in
his rooms, open to all who are interested in the world of thought. it is there, and in his own library, that he
debriefs his entourage on current political events. it is where mary and his new assistant, dr. john watson,

will frequently find the two men studying together. anya and the mad hatter are as much a part of the world
of thought as holmes, but sherlock is not a political animal. the world of thought is for intellectual

heavyweights, and only those who can hold their own against holmes are invited. not all who approach their
door have the right stuff. the world of thought has become somewhat of an afterlife, where the spiritual

talents and failings of deceased persons can be viewed by others. 5ec8ef588b
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